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BEIJING: Global stocks rose yesterday after an
easing of Chinese bank lending helped to offset
a weak manufacturing reading and a decline in
Japanese consumer spending.

Germany’s DAX gained 1.1 percent to
9,598.15 points and France’s CAC-40 added 0.3
percent to 4,367.21. On Monday, the DAX
slipped 0.2 percent, while Britain’s FTSE 100 was
unchanged. The CAC-40 rose 0.9 percent. Wall
Street looked set for gains, with futures for the
Dow Jones industrial average and Standard &
Poor’s 500 index up 0.5 percent.

The euro hit its lowest in almost three years
against the yen and Europe’s shares extended

their best run of the year yesterday, as data from
the region’s big economies bolstered the case
for another strong dose of ECB stimulus next
week. Eurozone manufacturing activity expand-
ed at its weakest pace for a year last month as
deep price discounting failed to put a floor
under slowing order growth.

Markit’s Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI)
will make gloomy reading for the European
Central Bank, coming little more than a week
before its next policy setting meeting where it is
expected to increase its support program.

Britain’s FTSE 100 climbed 0.6 percent,
Germany’s DAX jumped 1.3 percent and France’s

CAC 40 rose 0.4 percent after Asian markets had
also risen after weak Chinese manufacturing and
service surveys fanned stimulus hopes there. The
yen eased back in early European trading but
was still hot to the touch having completed its
best month against the dollar since 2008 and
reached its highest against the euro since April
2013. That was despite Japan becoming the first
major G7 economy to sell 10-year government
bonds at a negative yield, something that would
usually make the currency less attractive as
investors effectively pay rather than get paid to
hold them. “The yen strength right now is largely
being dominated by (weak) risk appetite,” said

Global stocks gain after China eases credit
UniCredit’s Global Head of FX Strategy
Vasileios Gkionakis.

On the euro he added: “ There is no
doubt the low inflation and the soft eco-
nomic data is keeping the pressure on the
ECB to do something next week.”

There was a glimmer of hope for the
central bankers though as Brent oil prices,
the big downward force on inflation for the
last two years, hit their highest level since
the start of the year having just seen their
best month since August.

It helped German Bund yields nudge off
10-month lows after the previous day’s
deeper than expected fall in eurozone con-
sumer prices had seen the bloc’s inflation
expectations fall to their lowest on record.
The European Central Bank is expected to
cut its deposit rate by at least another 10
basis points next week and add to its 1.5
trillion euro bond buying scheme.

Chinese shares rose yesterday after the
central bank’s surprise monetary policy
easing, shrugging off disappointing manu-
facturing and service sector surveys that
highlighted the wider challenges faced by
the world’s second-largest economy. Much
of the market’s attention was on the yuan,
which was firmer after the central bank set
a higher midpoint reference rate for the
start of trade, belying fears the policy eas-
ing could put the currency under fresh
downward pressure. The benchmark
Shanghai Composite Index closed up 1.7
percent, while the CSI300 index of the
largest listed companies in Shanghai and
Shenzhen added 1.8 percent.

Late on Monday, the People’s Bank of
China (PBOC) announced a cut in the
amount of cash that banks must hold as
reserves - the reserve ratio requirement
(RRR) - by 50 basis points. It frees up an esti-
mated $100 billion in cash for fresh lend-
ing. Index gains were led by financials and
industrials, and property shares outper-

formed on signs of rising speculative inter-
est in China’s first-tier cities.

“We think the PBOC easing is consistent
with continued weaker-than-expected eco-
nomic activity and downside risks to
growth,” wrote Jian Chang, an analyst at
Barclays. “It should help to support market
sentiment in the near term.” Economic
growth fell to a 25-year low of 6.9 percent
in 2015 but a slump in stocks and an unex-
pected devaluation of the yuan raised mar-
ket fears that the economy was in worse
shape than the government had let on.

Such an easing measure might have
been expected to put selling pressure on
China’s currency, but the yuan’s firmer per-
formance, both onshore and offshore, was
evidence of a change in sentiment since
early January, when weakness in the yuan
sparked a global selloff in risky assets.

“The yuan’s depreciation pressure has
eased to an extent that the PBOC could
afford a 50 bps RRR cut while maintaining
the currency’s stability,” said a dealer at a
European bank in Shanghai. Traders said
the yuan’s strength in the face of the cut
was a reflection of tightening liquidity, due
to a huge amount of maturing open mar-
ket operations by the central bank, which
were sucking funds out of the market.

“The injection from the RRR cut is help-
ing offset drains from the money market by
maturing reverse repos,” said a trader at a
Chinese commercial bank in Shanghai.

Traders said the cut would have little
influence on broader yuan policy. The
move brought China’s money rates down
across the board yesterday. A spike in the
overnight rate the previous week was
blamed for setting off a fresh round of falls
in stocks, and some said the timing of the
RRR cut was informed by concerns that
shares could have fallen through a key
support and returned to levels not seen
since 2011. —  Agencies


